
Understanding consumer 
decision making in the 
mobile banking space.
An insight focused case study, powered by Yogi 



https://meetyogi.com/

Yogi analyzed public data from four popular mobile banking apps 
to help answer how consumers choose their mobile bank.

18,244 individual reviews with an average length of 24 words. 
The longest review was 216 words

Reviews were sourced from Google Play Store

Reviews were posted between Oct 2018 to Dec 2019

Yogi took a total of 18 minutes to pull, read and process all the 
data. That’s more than 1,000 reviews per minute or 17 per second
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Founded 1998 (from merger) 1851 2013 2015

Description
2nd largest bank in the US. 

Historically strong presence 
in brick and mortar, they were 
a pioneer in mobile banking

4th largest bank in the US, with 
strong presence in the 

mortgage lending space. 

Digital bank offering fee-free 
checking products and early 

wage access with no physical 
presence.

Banking disrupter with 
consumer-friendly policies 
like no overdraft, minimum 

balance or ATM fees

Installed base 10m+ 10m+ 5m+ 5m+

# of reviews 4,912 4,823 4,971 3,538

Average Rating 
(out of 5 stars) 4.1 4.3 3.9 4.5

Standard Deviation 
of Rating 1.4 1.3 1.6 1.2

At first glance, the established and start-up banking apps all 
appear to be uniformly well-liked…
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…but by drilling down into the distribution of star ratings, we see 
the established banks have higher concentrations of low ratings
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Without any human intervention, Yogi’s deep learning algorithms 
recognized 8 broad categories of conversation from 18k unique reviews

• Each node represents an individual 
user review

• Each review is primarily identified as 
most relevant to one of eight topics of 
conversation represented by a unique 
color

• Contextual similarity between each 
review is also indicated by its physical 
proximity to other nodes

• Therefore, areas of overlapping 
colored nodes indicate a thematic 
confluence of user reviews

• The dark blue nodes representing 
Simple Feedback are significantly 
interspersed among other colored 
clusters. For example, one dark blue 
node on the bottom right amidst the 
magenta Bank Card cluster exclaims: 
“the best card I’ve ever had!”
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Simple Feedback
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Navigating Yogi Network Diagrams
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Understanding the broad conversational themes gives us a good idea of 
the relative weight of user comments and how that drives decision making.
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Key Insight Drawn From Yogi
Looking broadly at 

the distribution 
across themes, we 

can see that 
banking specific 

topics (Bank Card, 
Bank Account, and 

Setup/Transactions) 
dominate 41% of 

conversation.

On the other side, app specific 
themes (App Functionality, App 

Experience, and Ease of Use) drive 
33% of conversation.

This distribution between banking 
specific and app specific themes 
alludes to core banking factors, 
like transaction limits and bank 
card, playing a more significant 
role in consumer decision making 
when compared to app related 
factors. This is especially true 
when the more insignificant 
themes* are removed, as the 8% 
difference moves up to over 10%.

* A little more than a fourth of reviews (26%) talked about convenience or Simple Feedback. Unlike the other two groupings though, these two 
themes are not real points of differentiation (since all mobile banking apps are naturally “convenient”).
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But how can banks differentiate? By leveraging sentiment analysis we can 
identify two problems areas: App Functionality and Setup/Transactions
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*Yogi’s proprietary sentiment analysis algorithms scores overall tone of each data point from a range of -1.0 to 1.0. 
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Returning to our network diagram, Yogi isolates the two problem 
categories and further subdivides the data to glean granular insights

Yogi Topics
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Start by isolating the two topics with negative sentiment. Then use Yogi’s sub-clustering ability to find more granular themes.
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By comparing the subdivided network diagrams, we can visualize 
relative strengths and weakness of each banking app

Bank of America’s app has the 
most UI complaints. Many of 
these negative reviews can be 
directly linked to a poorly rolled 
out UI update in early November 
2019 that frustrated users familiar 
with the previous layout.

Wells Fargo app users have 
issues around authentication/ 
reliability (39%) and app usability
(33%). Many users noted issues 
with logging on and with 
depositing checks via the check 
scanning feature.

Chime users are plagued by 
banking issues (74%), such as 
difficulty withdrawing direct 
deposited funds within the 
advertised “2 days earlier” 
window.

Like Chime, the majority (63%) of 
Varo problems are due to banking 
backend issues. The fewer nodes 
visible above are attributable to 
the fact that there were ~39% 
fewer total reviews available over 
the sample period.
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In the span of a few hours, Yogi was able to provide a data-driven 
answer to an important question in the mobile banking space.

• Despite fairly uniform positive reviews for each of the four banking apps, Yogi isolated in minutes the core 
themes driving consumer discussion, as well as relative strengths and weaknesses for each product.

• Though the overall experience with the actual application is important for consumers, discussion on more 
banking related topics like bank account setup, transactions, and the debit card was more common. This 
alludes to banking themes playing the bigger role in which mobile banking provider a user chooses.

• This lends itself well to more established banks. Bank of America and Wells Fargo, have fewer backend 
banking and transactional issues though they do stumble when it comes to app interface and with the rollout 
of updates

• This also means that app-based banks may need to prioritize backend functionality from a development 
perspective. Chime, the fastest growing banking disruptor, must deliver on advertised features such as fee-
free overdraft protection and earlier direct deposit fund availability if it is to maintain its lead. The same goes 
for Varo, the youngest company, even thought it has the highest average rating (4.5 stars) and the lowest 
rating variance. 
• Note: Yogi’s Business Intelligence dashboard isolated a potential caveat to these rosy stats: 73% of all reviews in the simple 

feedback category was written for Varo, suggesting that Varo’s developers have repeatedly and successful nudged their 
users to leave positive yet often brief reviews

• Although some issues raised by Yogi may not be particularly surprising to product managers, marketing 
analysts or customer success leads, Yogi enables these individuals to quickly check the pulse of their 
customers and back up their hunches and anecdotal findings with concrete numbers and easily visualized 
data
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Understand your customers, like never before
Yogi is a cloud-based software company headquartered in New York. 

It provides feedback analytics solutions and business intelligence
dashboards to customer-focused businesses.

Yogi aims to usher in a new age of excellent customer experience by
better integrating the downstream stakeholders of products to the

upstream developers, marketers and executives through AI-assisted
data-driven decision making.

Our Mission



hello@meetyogi.com
www.meetyogi.com

Want to see a Yogi dashboard with some 
of your data? Book a demo.

http://www.meetyogi.com/
https://www.meetyogi.com/

